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Abstract

We propose a new approach towards derandomization in the uniform setting� where it is
computationally hard to �nd possible mistakes in the simulation of a given probabilistic algo�
rithm� The approach consists in combining both easiness and hardness complexity assumptions�
if a derandomization method based on an easiness assumption fails� then we obtain a certain
hardness test that can be used to remove error in BPP algorithms� As an application� we
prove that every RP algorithm can be simulated by a zero�error probabilistic algorithm� running
in expected subexponential time� that appears correct in�nitely often �i�o�� to every e	cient
adversary� A similar result by Impagliazzo and Wigderson �FOCS
��� states that BPP allows de�
terministic subexponential�time simulations that appear correct with respect to any e	ciently
sampleable distribution i�o�� under the assumption that EXP � BPP� in contrast� our result
does not rely on any unproven assumptions� As another application of our techniques� we get
the following gap theorem for ZPP� either every RP algorithm can be simulated by a deter�
ministic subexponential�time algorithm that appears correct i�o� to every e	cient adversary� or
EXP  ZPP� In particular� this implies that if ZPP is somewhat easy� e�g�� ZPP � DTIME��n

c

�
for some �xed constant c� then RP is subexponentially easy in the uniform setting described
above�

� Introduction

��� Power of Randomness

The use of randomness has been quite fruitful in developing algorithms for many diverse applica�
tions �MR���� Randomized algorithms are often simpler than their deterministic counterparts� and�
sometimes� are the only known e	cient algorithms� Despite the belief held by many researchers
that the probabilistic complexity class BPP should be 
close� to P� there are no unconditional
results to that e�ect�

Apart from the trivial inclusions ZPP � RP � BPP� very little is known about the rela�
tive strength of the three probabilistic classes� It is unclear whether two�sided error in a given
probabilistic algorithm can be replaced by� say� one�sided error without making the running time
exponential� It is also unclear if the assumption that RP is easy� e�g�� RP  P� can be somehow
used to show that BPP is then also easy� In fact� there are oracles with respect to which RP  P�
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but BPP � P �MV��� BF���� As in the case of NP� it is unknown if RP is closed under com�
plementation� i�e�� if ZPP  RP� or even if every RP algorithm can be simulated by a zero�error
probabilistic algorithm running in expected subexponential time� The question whether assuming
ZPP  P yields any non�trivial easiness result for RP also remains open�

However� there are conditional results showing the easiness of BPP� These are usually based
on the conjectured existence of Boolean functions that are hard in an appropriate sense� and the
fact that such hard Boolean functions can be used to construct pseudorandom generators that
fool all su	ciently small Boolean circuits� Early on� Yao observed �Yao��� �see also �BH���� that
any one�way permutation can be converted into a polynomial�time computable pseudorandom
generator which allows placing BPP in deterministic subexponential time� a series of subsequent
results �Lev��� GKL��� GL��� culminating in �HILL��� show that any one�way function su	ces for
that purpose�

On the other hand� Nisan and Wigderson �NW��� noted that� for derandomizing BPP� it suf�
�ces to have a su	ciently secure pseudorandom generator that is computable in time poly��n��
where n is the seed length� since the standard way of derandomizing a given BPP algorithm already
involves going through all seeds to the generator� Using this relaxation� Babai� Fortnow� Nisan�
and Wigderson �BFNW��� showed that if there is a language in EXP  DTIME��poly�n�� of super�
polynomial circuit complexity� then BPP is in deterministic subexponential time for in�nitely many
input lengths� under the stronger assumption that E  DTIME��O�n�� contains a language of circuit
complexity at least ���n�� Impagliazzo and Wigderson �IW��� showed that BPP  P in�nitely often�

��� A Uniform Setting

All assumptions mentioned above are stated in terms of nonuniform hardness of uniformly com�
putable functions� Intuitively� this is due to the fact that a small Boolean circuit� which we want
to fool using our pseudorandom generator when derandomizing BPP� is determined by a given
BPP algorithm together with an input to this algorithm� Since the input can be arbitrary� we need
to have a generator secure against any nonuniform family of small Boolean circuits� and so the
function on which our generator is based should also be nonuniformly hard�

We can weaken our requirements to deterministic simulations of probabilistic algorithms� What
if� instead of insisting that a simulation be correct� we allow it to make occasional mistakes� provided
that these mistakes are infeasible to �nd� That is� even though the simulation can fail for in�nitely
many inputs� no e	cient algorithm that� given �n as input� outputs a string of length n will �nd
in�nitely many such problematic inputs� Still� no unconditional derandomization results are known
even for this relaxed� uniform setting�

By examining the proofs of the main results in �BFNW��� IW���� one observes the following�
Let G be a generator from �BFNW��� �or �IW���� which is based on a Boolean function f from
EXP� If G fails at derandomizing a particular BPP algorithm and if inputs to this algorithm
on which G fails can be e	ciently uniformly generated� then one can construct� in probabilistic
polynomial time� small Boolean circuits computing f � provided one has oracle access to f � In
this way� the assumption that EXP contains a nonuniformly hard language can be weakened to
say that small circuits computing an EXP�complete function are hard to learn from examples�
The conclusion becomes weaker as well� it is hard to �nd in�nitely many mistakes made by the
deterministic simulation of a given BPP algorithm� although the simulation may not always be
correct� Impagliazzo and Wigderson �IW��� strengthened this result by showing that� if G is
broken by an e	cient uniform adversary� then small circuits for an EXP�complete function f can
be constructed in BPP� without any oracle access to f � Thus� they obtained the following� if
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EXP � BPP� then BPP can be simulated in subexponential time so that every e	cient algorithm
will fail to �nd a mistake in the simulation for in�nitely many input lengths�

��� Our Approach

We also consider the uniform setting where a simulation of a given probabilistic algorithm is allowed
to make mistakes� provided that these mistakes are infeasible to �nd� Unlike in �IW���� we are trying
to simulate a probabilistic algorithm by using a generator based on a certain easiness� rather than
hardness� assumption� The easiness assumption is chosen so that if the generator fails in our uniform
setting� i�e�� if there is an e	cient algorithm constructing the inputs on which the generator fails�
then we obtain an e	cient algorithm for testing the nonuniform hardness of Boolean functions� As
observed in �KC���� such a test can be used to guess� with zero error� a Boolean function that is
su	ciently hard to be a basis for the hardness�based generator from �BFNW��� IW���� thus� every
BPP algorithm can be simulated by a zero�error probabilistic algorithm�

Our choice of the easiness assumption is inspired by the notion of a natural property of Razborov
and Rudich �RR���� Recall that a P�poly�natural property is a family of sets of n�variable Boolean
functions satisfying the following two conditions� �i� given the truth table of an n�variable Boolean
function fn� it is possible to check� by a Boolean circuit of size poly��n�� whether fn satis�es the
property� and �ii� at least ��O�n� fraction of all n�variable Boolean functions satisfy the property�
A natural property is called useful against P�poly if every family ffngn�� of n�variable Boolean
functions fn satisfying the property for in�nitely many n has superpolynomial circuit complexity�

It is conjectured that P�poly�natural properties useful against P�poly do not exist� In other
words� for every family of polynomial�size n�input Boolean circuits Cn such that almost every Cn

accepts at least a polynomial fraction of all n�bit inputs� there is a d � N such that almost every Cn

accepts the n�bit pre�x of the truth table of a dlogne�variable Boolean function of circuit complexity
at most dlogned�

The conjecture above suggests the following way of derandomizing any RP algorithm� use the
truth tables of nonuniformly easy Boolean functions instead of random strings� and accept if at
least one of them works� The resulting deterministic simulation runs in subexponential time since
there are few easy functions� If the simulation fails in the uniform setting� we obtain a natural
property which can be used as a hardness test�

��� Applications

We show that� in the uniform setting� every RP algorithm can be simulated by a zero�error prob�
abilistic algorithm running in expected subexponential time� This follows from a more general
statement� Theorem �� below� saying that at least one of the following inclusions must be true�
either every RP algorithm can be in�nitely often simulated in deterministic subexponential time
in the uniform setting� or every BPP algorithm can be simulated� in the traditional setting� by a
zero�error probabilistic algorithm running in expected subexponential time�

Our results are similar in spirit to those from �IW���� However� the important di�erence is that
ours are unconditional � no complexity�theoretic assumption is used to show that RP is easy�

As another application� we obtain the following gap theorem for ZPP� which is similar to the
gap theorem for BPP in �IW���� We show that either every RP algorithm can be in�nitely often
simulated in deterministic subexponential time in the uniform setting� or EXP  ZPP�

Remainder of the paper� We state the necessary background material in Section �� The
easiness of RP is shown in Section �� We prove the gap theorem for ZPP in Section �� In Section ��
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we present the constructive versions of the results proved in Sections � and �� Finally� we give
concluding remarks and state some open problems in Section ��

� Preliminaries

��� Notation

We use standard notation for the traditional complexity classes such as DTIME�t�n��� P� RP� ZPP�
and BPP� By QP� we denote the class of languages decided in quasipolynomial time� i�e�� QP 
DTIME�npolylog�n��� We also de�ne EXP  DTIME��poly�n�� and SUBEXP  ����DTIME��n

�

�� The
class ZPTIME�t�n�� consists of languages decided by probabilistic algorithms running in expected
time t�n� and making no error� we also de�ne ZPSUBEXP  ����ZPTIME��n

�

��
For a complexity class C consisting of binary languages and a language L � f�� �g�� we say that

L � C in�nitely often �i�o�� if there is a language M � C such that L � f�� �gn  M � f�� �gn for
in�nitely many n�

For an n�variable Boolean function fn � f�� �gn � f�� �g� we denote by SIZE�fn� the size of a
smallest Boolean circuit computing fn�

��� Computational Indistinguishability

Here we de�ne the setting where heuristics for a given language are considered good if� even though
they can make occasional mistakes� no e	cient algorithm can pinpoint many of these mistakes�

Below� by a refuter� we mean a length�preserving Turing machine R such that R��n� � f�� �gn�
Refuters can be either deterministic or probabilistic� We consider the case of deterministic refuters
�rst�

����� Deterministic Refuters

De�nition �� Let t�n� be a time bound� Two languages L�M � f�� �g� are t�n��indistinguishable�

denoted as L
t�n�
 M � if� for every deterministic t�n��time refuter R� we have R��n� �� L�M for all

but �nitely many n� where � denotes the symmetric di�erence of two sets�

We say that L and M are P�indistinguishable� denoted as L
P
 M � if L

p�n�
 M for every

polynomial p�n�� Similarly� L and M are EXP�indistinguishable� denoted as L
EXP
 M � if L

e�n�
 M

for every exponential function e�n� � �poly�n�� Finally� L and M are SUBEXP�indistinguishable�

denoted as L
SUBEXP
 M � if L

�n
�

 M for some � � ��

De�nition �� For a complexity class C of languages over f�� �g� we de�ne the complexity class

pseudoP�C  fL � f�� �g�j �M � C such that L
P
 Mg�

The classes pseudoEXP�C and pseudoSUBEXP�C are de�ned analogously�

In De�nition �� the refuter is required to fail almost everywhere at producing a string from the
symmetric di�erence of two given languages� This requirement can be relaxed as follows�

De�nition �� Let t�n� be a time bound� Two languages L�M � f�� �g� are t�n��indistinguishable

i�o�� denoted as L
t�n�
 io M � if� for every deterministic t�n��time refuter R� there are in�nitely many

n for which R��n� �� L�M �
Similarly to De�nition �� we de�ne P�� EXP�� and SUBEXP�indistinguishability i�o�
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De�nition �� For a complexity class C of languages over f�� �g� we de�ne the complexity class

�io�pseudoP��C  fL � f�� �g�j �M � C such that L
P
io Mg�

Analogously� we de�ne the classes �io�pseudoEXP��C and �io�pseudoSUBEXP��C�

We will usually omit the subscript P� Thus� for example� the class pseudoP�C will be denoted
simply as pseudo�C�

����� Some Properties of Deterministic Refuters

We observe that exponential�time refuters are especially strong in the case of complexity classes
contained in EXP� More precisely� we can show the following�

Lemma �� For any complexity class C � EXP� we have that C  EXP � pseudoEXP�C�

Proof� It is clear that C � EXP � pseudoEXP�C� To prove the opposite inclusion� let L be any

language in EXP � pseudoEXP�C such that L
EXP
 M for some language M � C� We get that L and

M should be indistinguishable by the following exponential�time refuter R� On input �n� R goes
through all n�bit strings� checking whether any of them is in L�M �this checking can be done in
exponential time since L�M � EXP�� R outputs the lexicographically �rst string in L�M if such
a string exists� and the string �n otherwise�

Obviously� if L and M di�er for in�nitely many input lengths n� then R will succeed in�nitely

often� But� in this case� L
EXP

� M � contradicting our assumption� Thus L and M must coincide for
all but �nitely many input lengths� and so L � C�

We have a version of Lemma � for the i�o� case as well� its proof is essentially identical to that
of Lemma ��

Lemma 	� For any complexity class C � EXP and any language L � EXP� we have that L � C i�o�

i� L � �io�pseudoEXP��C�

Finally� we state the following 
time hierarchy theorem� for the pseudo setting� this theorem is
a simple generalization of the standard time hierarchy theorem�

Theorem 
� Let t��n� be a fully time�constructible function� and let t��n� log t��n� � o�t��n���
Then DTIME�t��n�� �� �io�pseudo��DTIME�t��n���

Proof� We need to show that there is a language L in DTIME�t��n�� such that� for every language
M � DTIME�t��n��� there is a deterministic polynomial�time refuter RM satisfying the following�
RM��n� � L�M for all but �nitely many n�

We will modify a standard proof of the time hierarchy theorem �see� e�g�� �HU��� Theorem �������
The idea is to take L to be a 
diagonal� language which di�ers from each M � DTIME�t��n�� on
inputs �M � where �M is a padded encoding of a deterministic t��n��time Turing machine accepting
M � More precisely� let Enc be any �xed function for encoding Turing machines such that these
encodings start with �� if e is such an encoding of a Turing machine A� we de�ne �ne to be a padded
encoding of A� for any n � N� The language L is de�ned so that x is in L i� Ax rejects x within
time t��n�� where Ax is a Turing machine whose padded encoding is x�

It is easy to see that L will di�er from every language in DTIME�t��n��� Moreover� if A is a
deterministic t��n��time Turing machine accepting language M � then �kEnc�A� � L�M for all
su	ciently large k� Thus� for every language M � DTIME�t��n�� decided by a deterministic t��n��
time Turing machine A such that c  jEnc�A�j� we can de�ne our refuter RM so that RM��n� 
�n�cEnc�A�� Obviously� RM runs in polynomial time�
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����� Probabilistic Refuters

We can make our refuters stronger by allowing the use of randomness� There are two natural
de�nitions for such probabilistic refuters� which roughly correspond to the probabilistic complexity
classes ZPP and BPP� In the �rst one� we require that a distinguishing refuter R halt within the
allotted time with non�negligible probability� and whenever it halts� R should output a string from
the symmetric di�erence of two given languages� In the second one� we require that a distinguishing
refuter R always halt within the allotted time� outputting� with non�negligible probability� a string
from the symmetric di�erence of two given languages� We give the formal de�nitions below�

De�nition �� Let t�n� be a time bound� Two languages L�M � f�� �g� are zero�error probabilis�

tically t�n��indistinguishable� denoted as L
ZP�t�n�
 M � if� for every probabilistic refuter R that halts

within time t�n� with probability at least n�c� for some c � N� the following is true for all but
�nitely many n� whenever R halts within the alloted time� R��n� �� L�M �

Similarly� L�M � f�� �g� are zero�error probabilistically t�n��indistinguishable i�o�� denoted as

L
ZP�t�n�
 io M � if� for every probabilistic refuter R that halts within time t�n� with probability at

least n�c� for some c � N� there are in�nitely many n for which the following is true� whenever R
halts within the alloted time� R��n� �� L�M �

The notions of zero�error probabilistic P� and SUBEXP�indistinguishability� as well as their i�o�
counterparts are de�ned similarly to the deterministic case�

De�nition �� Let t�n� be a time bound� Two languages L�M � f�� �g� are bounded�error prob�

abilistically t�n��indistinguishable� denoted as L
BP�t�n�
 M � if� for every probabilistic refuter R

running in time t�n�� the following is true� for every c � N� Pr�R��n� �� L�M � � � � n�c for all
but �nitely many n�

Similarly� L�M � f�� �g� are bounded�error probabilistically t�n��indistinguishable i�o�� denoted

as L
BP�t�n�
 io M � if� for every probabilistic refuter R running in time t�n�� the following is true� for

every c � N� there are in�nitely many n such that Pr�R��n� �� L�M � � �� n�c�
Bounded�error probabilistic P�indistinguishability and its i�o� counterpart are de�ned in the

obvious way�

Analogously to De�nitions � and �� we de�ne the classes pseudoZP�P�C� pseudoZP�SUBEXP�C�
pseudoBP�P�C� �io�pseudoZP�P��C� �io�pseudoZP�SUBEXP��C� and �io�pseudoBP�P��C�

Remark �� Our refuters are de�ned as uniform adversaries� Note that nonuniform refuters are
extremely strong� the indistinguishability of L and M with respect to nonuniform refuters implies
that L and M coincide on all but �nitely many input lengths�

��� Hardness�Randomness Tradeo�s

The hardness �or security�H�Gk�n� of a pseudorandom generator Gk�n � f�� �gk � f�� �gn is de�ned
as the minimal s such that there exists an n�input circuit C of size at most s for which

jPrx�f���gk�C�Gk�x��  ��� Pry�f���gn�C�y�  ��j � ��s�

The following hardness�randomness tradeo�s can be extracted from the results in �BFNW���
NW��� and �IW���� respectively�
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Theorem �� �Babai�Fortnow�Nisan�Wigderson�� For every � � �� there exist � 	 � and

c � N such that the truth table of a Boolean function fn� � f�� �gn
�

� f�� �g can be transformed�

in time poly��n
�

�� into a generator Gn��n � f�� �g
n� � f�� �gn computable in time poly��n

�

� that has
the following property� if SIZE�fn�� � n�c� then H�Gn��n� � n�

Theorem �� �Impagliazzo�Wigderson�� For every � � �� there exist c� d � N such that the

truth table of a Boolean function fc logn � f�� �g
c logn � f�� �g can be transformed� in time poly�n��

into a generator Gd logn�n � f�� �g
d logn � f�� �gn computable in time poly�n� that has the following

property� if SIZE�fc logn� � n�c� then H�Gd logn�n� � n�

Below� generators with su	cient hardness will be used to derandomize BPP� It is straightfor�
ward to see that a poly��m��time computable generator Gm�n with hardness H�Gm�n� � n allows
one to approximate� to within ��n� the acceptance probability of any Boolean circuit of size at
most n� in deterministic time poly��m� n�� and hence� to simulate every n�time BPP algorithm in
deterministic time poly��m� n��

� Easiness of RP

In this section� we combine appropriate easiness and hardness complexity conditions to show the
easiness of RP� The main technical result of this section is the following�

Theorem ��� At least one of the following inclusions holds�

�� for every � � �� RP � �io�pseudoZP�P��DTIME��n
�

�� or

�� BPP  ZPP�

Proof� For m � N and � � �� let S�m be the set of truth tables of all dlogme�variable Boolean
functions of circuit complexity at most m�� Let A be an arbitrary RP algorithm that� on inputs of
length n� uses at most m  na random bits� and let � � � be arbitrary� Consider the deterministic
algorithm B�

A which� on a given input x of length n� accepts x i� A�x� accepts for at least one
� � S�

�

m used as a random string� where ��  ����a�� Clearly� the running time of B�
A is at most �n

�

�

If� for every RP algorithm A and every � � �� we have that L�A�
ZP�P
 io L�B�

A�� then inclusion ���

holds� and we are done� Otherwise� there exist an RP algorithm �A� a constant �� � �� and a
probabilistic polynomial�time refuter R such that� for L  L� �A� and M  L�B��

�A
�� we have R��n� �

L�M for almost every n� whenever R��n� halts� Since� obviously� M � L� the above is equivalent
R��n� � L nM � That is� for almost every n� we have that if R��n� halts� then �A�R��n�� can be
viewed as a Boolean circuit Chard that accepts a signi�cant fraction of all m�bit strings� where
m  na for some a � N� and every accepted string is the truth table of a dlogme�variable Boolean
function fdlogme with SIZE�fdlogme� � m�� � where ��  �����a�� Since R��n� halts with signi�cant
probability and always outputs a string in L nM � we get a zero�error probabilistic algorithm for
constructing such circuits Chard that runs in expected polynomial time�

We will show that� for some d � N� a poly�k��time computable generator Gd log k�k of hardness
H�Gd logk�k� � k can be constructed in zero�error probabilistic time poly�k�� For �  ��� let c� d � N
be as in Theorem ��� and let na  m  kc� Consider the algorithm that �rst constructs a testing
circuit Chard as described above� then guesses� uniformly at random� a string 
 � f�� �gm accepted
by Chard� and� �nally� uses 
 to construct a generator Gd log k�k as in Theorem ��� It follows that�
for all su	ciently large k� the constructed generator Gd logk�k has hardness greater than k�
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The �rst two stages of the described algorithm can be done probabilistically� with zero error� in
expected polynomial time� the third stage is done in deterministic polynomial time� We conclude
that� for every L � BPP� we have L � ZPP� and thus equality ��� holds�

We remark that� using Theorem �� as a hardness�randomness tradeo�� we can prove the fol�
lowing version of Theorem ���

Theorem ��� At least one of the following inclusions holds�

�� RP � �io�pseudoZP�P��QP� or

�� BPP � ZPSUBEXP�

We can increase the power of our refuters in Theorem ��� obtaining the following�

Theorem ��� At least one of the following inclusions holds�

�� for every � � �� RP � �io�pseudoZP�SUBEXP��DTIME��n
�

�� or

�� BPP � ZPSUBEXP�

Proof� The proof is similar to that of Theorem ��� The di�erence is that now� if inclusion ��� fails�
we can construct� for almost every n in zero�error probabilistic subexponential time� a poly�n��size
circuit Chard that accepts many n�bit strings and each accepted string� when viewed as the truth
table of a logn�variable Boolean function� has circuit complexity greater than n�

�

for some �� � ��
The rest is the same� we use these circuits as hardness tests when guessing a hard Boolean function
to be the basis for the Impagliazzo�Wigderson generator�

Thus� the �rst stage of constructing a poly�k��time computable generator Gd logk�k of hardness
H�Gd logk�k� � k� for some d � N� takes zero�error subexponential time� the second stage takes
zero�error polynomial time� and the third stage takes deterministic polynomial time� This yields
the inclusion BPP � ZPSUBEXP�

Now� we can state the unconditional result showing the easiness of RP�

Corollary �	� For every � � �� RP � �io�pseudoZP�SUBEXP��ZPTIME��n
�

��

Proof� The claim follows from Theorem ��� by observing that �io�pseudoZP�SUBEXP��ZPTIME��n
�

�
contains the right�hand sides of both inclusion ��� and inclusion ��� in the statement of Theorem ���

� A Gap Theorem for ZPP

In �IW���� Impagliazzo and Wigderson proved a 
uniform� hardness�randomness tradeo�� Using
our notation� their result can be stated as follows��

Theorem �
 �Impagliazzo�Wigderson�� If EXP � BPP� then� for every � � ��

BPP � �io�pseudoBP�P��DTIME��n
�

��

�Actually� Impagliazzo and Wigderson �IW��� stated their theorem for a slightly weaker setting� but their proof
goes through to show the stronger theorem that we state�
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Obviously� under the same assumption that EXP � BPP� we also get that� for every � � ��
ZPP � �io�pseudoBP�P��DTIME��n

�

�� It is natural to ask� however� what can be said about the
complexity of ZPP under the weaker assumption that EXP � ZPP� We answer this question next�

Theorem ��� If EXP � ZPP� then� for every � � ��

RP � �io�pseudoZP�P��DTIME��n
�

��

Proof� We will prove the contrapositive� Suppose that the conclusion of the theorem does not hold�
Then it follows from Theorem �� that BPP  ZPP� On the other hand� then it also follows that
BPP �� �io�pseudoBP�P��DTIME��n

�

� for some � � �� and hence� by Theorem ��� that BPP  EXP�
Thus� we obtain that� if the conclusion of our theorem does not hold� then EXP  BPP  ZPP�

We would like to point out that it is not clear whether Theorem �� can be proved using the
methods of �IW��� alone� In the series of probabilistic polynomial�time reductions there� starting
with an input on which the deterministic simulation of a BPP algorithm fails and ending with a
polynomial�size circuit for an EXP�complete function� allowing bounded error seems unavoidable�

Remark ��� Theorem �� can also be viewed as relating the easiness of ZPP to that of RP� if ZPP
is somewhat easy� e�g�� ZPP � DTIME��n

c

� for some �xed c � N� then RP is subexponentially easy
in the pseudo setting�

By proving the converse to Theorem ��� Impagliazzo and Wigderson �IW��� obtained the fol�
lowing 
gap� theorem for BPP� saying that either no derandomization of BPP is possible� or else
BPP allows a non�trivial derandomization�

Theorem � �Impagliazzo�Wigderson�� Exactly one of the following holds�

�� BPP  EXP� or

�� for every � � �� BPP � �io�pseudoBP�P��DTIME��n
�

��

We can show an analogue of Theorem �� for ZPP�

Theorem ��� Exactly one of the following holds�

�� ZPP  EXP� or

�� for every � � �� RP � �io�pseudoZP�P��DTIME��n
�

��

Proof� Suppose that ZPP  EXP� and hence� RP  EXP� But� it follows from Theorem � that� for
every �xed � � �� EXP �� �io�pseudoZP�P��DTIME��n

�

�� Thus� at most one of statements � and �
holds� On the other hand� it follows from Theorem �� that at least one of statements � and �
holds�

� Explicit Constructions

��� A Constructive Proof of Corollary �	

Above� we proved Corollary �� non�constructively� That is� we did not exhibit a zero�error
subexponential�time algorithm for a given RP language such that the corresponding languages
are computationally indistinguishable i�o� Here we give a constructive proof�

�



We will need to weaken the conclusion of Corollary �� slightly� For a given RP algorithm A and
� � �� we will construct a simulation B that satis�es the following� for every probabilistic refuter
R running in expected subexponential time� there are in�nitely many input lengths n on which
B behaves like a ZPTIME��n

�

� algorithm and R fails to �nd a mistake in the simulation� i�e�� if
�  R��n�� then A���  B����

The idea is to partition the set N of all input lengths into two in�nite sets Nd and Np� Given
an RP algorithm A and � � �� we simulate A on lengths in Nd using the deterministic �n

�

�time
simulation B�

A from the proof of Theorem ��� For the ith element ni in Np� we simulate A by a
probabilistic �n

�

�time algorithm from the second part of the proof of Theorem ��� as if inclusion ���
of that theorem failed for �A  A and ��  � due to a refuter R  Mi� whereMi is the ith probabilistic
�n

�

�time Turing machine�
There are two cases to consider� In the �rst case� for every refuter R� there are in�nitely many

n � Nd such that� if �  R��n�� then A���  B�
A���� and hence we are done� In the second case�

there is a refuter R such that� for almost every n � Nd� we have for �  R��n� that A��� � B�
A����

Then� for all these n � Nd� the pair of algorithms A and R give rise to an e	cient test of hardness of
Boolean functions� as in the proof of Theorem ��� This test can be used to place into ZPTIME��n

�

�
every BPP algorithm restricted to the appropriate lengths� If we make the set Np su	ciently sparse
�e�g�� every two consecutive n� n� � Np are separated by an exponentially long contiguous block of
elements in Nd�� then� for in�nitely many n � Np� our probabilistic simulation of A will use such a
test� and hence will behave like a ZPTIME��n

�

� algorithm that correctly decides our RP language
on these input lengths�

��� A Constructive Proof of Theorem �


We can also construct a deterministic subexponential�time algorithm that satis�es the conclusion
of Theorem ��� when the assumption EXP � ZPP holds� For a given RP algorithm A and � � �� we
simply run� in parallel� the following deterministic algorithms� B�

A from the proof of Theorem ���
and the algorithm from a constructive proof of Theorem ��� We accept if either of the two algorithms
accepts� and reject otherwise� It is easy to see that the failure of this simulation in the pseudo setting
will result in EXP  ZPP� by the reasoning analogous to that in the proof of Theorem ���

� Concluding Remarks

We have shown that every RP algorithm has a zero�error probabilistic subexponential�time simu�
lation whose correctness is infeasible to refute� Admittedly� this is still a weak result� given that it
is possible that RP  P� However� it is the �rst unconditional result showing that RP is easy in a
non�trivial setting� and we hope that more will follow�

A possible next step could be to strengthen Corollary �� so that RP is placed in deterministic

subexponential time �in the pseudo setting�� and to prove an analogue of Theorem �� for BPP�
rather than just RP� The main open problem is to show that any of the probabilistic complexity
classes BPP� RP� and ZPP is unconditionally easy in the usual� nonuniform setting�

In conclusion� we point out that our methods allow us to get the following theorem on the
complexity of NP� its proof is similar to that of Theorem �� above�

Theorem ��� At least one of the following inclusions holds�

�� for every � � �� NP � �io�pseudoZP�P��DTIME��n
�

�� or

�� BPP � NP�

��
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